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Christina &
 

Charles Claassen 
Three Sonnets

I.

When you put your hand on my shoulder

it was more than light, and radiance, and 
heat.

It was possibility born out of static

like when I pulled on my black woolen 
V-neck

sweater, and my hair stood on end, 
8 inches long.

I could see that it wasn’t just the foreword,

but everything as steep and clear

as Everest, cameras, writing, songs, 
metaphors.

What I believed, you believed, I believed.

Only truth.

Sustained from that was faith and fervor

and a knowing that together

We could dance a rhythm into

something that looked like family.

I.

When I put my hand on your shoulder

I felt the warm electric joy

pass between us, and straightaway,

though conversation continued 

around us, the stars reeled

and sped, and the trees grew

tall and dark, and I could see in

your eyes the long years to come

like a promise made before our paths

wound toward each other,

like a promise so ancient and sacred

that its truth sounded in my bones; Awake,

greet new life, bring light,

Breathe deep in this true love.



II.

We nourished our love in the womb,

and navigated through the fields of

un-instructed love.

Where was the manual for diapers, dishes 
& drinking?

The jam jar that was full of possible,

was full of impossible.

Like sea stars regenerating in the depths,

we coaxed ourselves into adaptation.

Our fuel was hugs, lust, nursery rhymes 
and

cozy daddy quilts; curses, rage, angst 
& loneliness.

We oiled the hinges for minor repairs,

and sutured the crevasses of loss.

You managed to hold the harmony.

I returned the needle to the very first song.

II.

It was you and me against, well

against nothing, moving in a slow dance

forward, without instruction.

How were we to know what dark

fissures lay beneath the drinking, how

ignorance and innocence are

not at all the same thing. Is it possible

intuition led us down that path, that

the great destroyer would make us

stronger?

We knew we had to go

on, through the loss, grieving for

the person we fell in love with while

still looking them dead in the eyes.
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III.

Painting myself into your landscape,

eternity is written

in ink, on paper, and on skin.

The colors bleed from all points inward

and there is no black or white,

wrong or right, hurt or healed,

just this very precise moment.

There may be no cairns for us to follow,

but we have instinct for breaking trail,

and even if we mean to break

each other’s hearts,

we will never lose our native tongue.

I promise to dance to your rhythm,

when you put your hand on my shoulder.

III.

When I sing you my songs

do they hurt like a healing wound

wrapped in letters written long ago,

the bleeding stopped, but the words

soaked through and lost to memory?

What are scars for but

telling stories of lessons learned,

and learning still in this precise moment,

breaking each other’s hearts in ways

that teach, that reassure,

that bring comfort in

the simple reliability of

knowing that I am here beside you

when I put my hand on your shoulder.
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Caleb Barber &
 

Rachel Mehl

Fixed Beasts

Say in Vantage we stop for breakfast

across the river from the Wild Horse 

Monument.  And I’ll feel bad

finishing my two-egg special

staring at the bulb-gut of the lone man

hunched at the table near us

where it globes out from his sweatshirt hem

with gray hairs for cloud cover.

But you and I will sit on the same side 

of the booth, like any good pair.  

I’ll drink half your coffee, all 

my juice.  We’ll talk of what time 

we’re making, and of how I’d like 

a mechanical pie display in the library 

of the home we’ll own someday.



When we leave the cafe, and I slow 

in my rig to take that turn 

into the high country on Interstate 90,  

I’ll get fat listening to you 

blowing your Belcanto, that pink 

harmonica from Italy I bought 

in Ireland, before we’d even met.

Then you, with your master’s thesis

on-file at the University of Oregon,

with its title of Why I Hate Horses, 

will explain: “Sometimes a harmonica 

can sound like it has two people playing it.  

Or one person and a horse.”
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Driving to Work On A Thursday in October: 
Tonight You Will Be Camping At The Coast

I do not know if it is the way the clouds stretch

across sky like pulled batting

or that this morning I’m drinking

coffee out of a paper cup

but I’m still haunted by Monday’s visit

to the daughters of my grandfather’s widow. 

Though he died when I was three they offered

to sell me a cemetery plot next to him for $800,

gave me his birth and death certificates,

his army discharge and reenlistment papers,

a gold ring with a triangle around a flame,

Lauren Gristy carved inside, too loose for my finger,

too small for yours.  It could be too, the music
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from the mixed CD you burned for me, how it makes me feel

so human.  Meta loved dancing with Gristy  at the VFW,

they told me.  Tonight you will sit in the sand,

with your buddies, drink spiced rum from a plastic bottle,

breathe in ocean and fire while I let the chickens out

and feed the cat.  Yesterday, you looked us up

on Death Clock, told me I’ll outlive you.

As the clouds compact, I know this:

we will have children. They will outlive us. 

They will listen to this music when we are dead. 

"Driving To Work..." first appeared in CAB (Conversations Across Borders) 
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Domestic Bliss

The phone rings and I answer it

with a towel covering my groin, standing 

before a window with no curtains.

It’s a telemarketer, asking to speak

to the lady of the house.

She’s just stepped out, I explain. 

To buy me frozen custard 

to eat in the bathtub.

The line goes silent, like it was

in the few seconds after I picked up.

She sounds like a wonderful woman,

the man says eventually.
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On Our Honeymoon I Write Your Secret Name 
In The Sand

It is true, I was pregnant when I married 

your father and by the time of our honeymoon 

I was front-heavy.  So I packed Emily Dickinson

and Sylvia Plath's collected poems, maternity clothes,

bread and cheese.  We rented a cabin with a jet tub 

and no wi-fi on the reservation where the only restaurant 

stays closed all winter.  

This coast is your father's coast.

He owns its stars like the freckles on his neck.  

I can only visit.  Like Cassiopeia, 

you are suspended between, 

but held under my skin, for now.  

He has been learning these beaches 

since he was a boy wiping fingers, sticky 
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with Tang and marshmallow, on his sweatpants, 

collecting rocks.  Still he camps here, 

when it's too cold for tourists 

memorizing the shape of every sea stack, 

frying chanterelles, passing rum around the fire.  

What I'm trying to tell you is this:

you were there that February weekend 

with such little rain.  We walked the beach 

naming kelpies, limpets, cat paws,

seeing the pink of mineral stained caves, 

the high, thin island where the Quileute once lashed

themselves with nettles and jumped into the sea.

I wrote your secret name in the sand, then,

not far from a tide pool where you may, one day, 

feel the sting of anemone, lifted my shirt 

below my breasts, posed for a picture. 

“On Our Honeymoon..." first appeared in Squalorly
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Lyn Pinkerton &
 

Stoney Bird

The Stone and the Bumblebee

By Evalyn Parry

The Stone and the Bumblebee fight that night after dinner.

Stone sits in his chair; Bee flies through the air, furiously

Stone says, “I. . .” Bee says, “Why 

can’t you be more like me?”

Stone says “You never let me finish my sentences.”

That night the Stone and the Bee are having their differences.

They lie on their bed like princesses.

Bee says, “Stone, why won’t you speak?”

Stone says, “Bee, why won’t you sleep?”

Bee says, “I feel a pea underneath all these mattresses

and it’s driving me crazy, my pal, my Stone. It’s driving me crazy.”

Stone says “Leave me alone.



I don’t know what to say

or how we should end this day.”

Bee says “Look outside, the moon is bright.”

Stone and Bee are awake in the middle of the night.

Bee lies still, wishing she could take flight.

She says “Stone, oh stoney Stone, 

Stone, my Stone, am I alone?”

Stone says “I feel your wings beating inside my head.

And it’s driving me crazy, my bumble, my Bee.

It’s driving me crazy, I wish you could see.

Even after such a day, I don’t wish your wings away

I just wish you would stay here with me.”

“But I’m here, my Stone; I’m here, my Stone. 

Stone, you so love the ground, but I love to fly around

We are as different as the day and the night.”
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The Stone and the Bee in the dim dawn light,

Each one thinking maybe the other one’s right.

Bee says “Stone”; Stone says “Bee,

If I were you and you were me, 

then maybe we could give up this fight.”

“Yes,” says Bee, “I think you‘re right.

So kiss me, Stone, and say goodnight.

I’ll be you and you’ll be me; 

I’ll lie still and you’ll fly free.”

Bee so heavy and Stone so light

And Stone is the place where Bee will alight.
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The Confirmation

By Edwin Muir

Yes, yours, my love, is the right human face.

I in my mind have waited for this long,

Seeing the false and searching for the true,

Then found you as a traveler finds a place

Of welcome suddenly amid the wrong

Valleys and rocks and twisting roads. But you,

What shall I call you?  A fountain in a waste,

A well of water in a country dry,

Or anything that’s honest and good, an eye

That makes the whole world bright.  Your open heart,

Simple with giving, gives the primal deed,

The first good world, the blossom, the blowing seed,

The hearth, the steadfast land, the wandering sea,

Not beautiful or rare in every part,

But like yourself, as they were meant to be.
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Jeanne Fondrie



Rialto Beach Anniversary

Crows own this rough beach

at the farthest edge of the world

where the wind blows in gusts,

spraying its saline breath 

toward the shore 

while the surf spits out 

whole trees, twisted giants 

far above the tide line, piled in a 

knot of silver branches, 

salt-cured roots.
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This is where we met, love, 

the eye of all storms. Where

I once imagined my ashes

scattered. Look, here are tender 

green shoots threaded 

among the thorns of 

blackberry vines. 
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Diagnostic: A Diminishing Anaphora

After a week of winter storms a fine layer of stars frosts the night.

I damp the fire; creep into bed beside you, cradling your tender

belly; the neat stitches, red mouths sewn shut, hidden under gauze. 

I wake before dawn to crazy laughter, the loons have returned to the lake.

I wake before dawn to the loons’ crazy laugh.

I wake. 

I resent the surgeon’s intrusion, his cold light and cauterizing touch, probing 

your womb. Why not slip my own hands under your skin, grasp hold of the slow 

fire that smolders within, stoking your pain, and yank it out in one clean move.

What is it about our animal bodies that carry us

without complaint, all rhythm and backbeat and motion,

whose voices we heed only when they bleat and groan.
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This house of bone, our temporary abode,

this house of blood and bone,

this home.

Afterwards, he entered the waiting room and laid the photos on the table between 
us, exposures

of a hidden world: uterus, ovary, fallopian tube, each frame blossoming in an 
angry bouquet of scarlet, 

pink, and rose. Carefully he explained the features, noted the inflammation, 
named the disease.

You and I are seasoned travelers, accustomed to an outward terrain, intimate 

with each other’s geography, mapping each region with touch or tongue. This 

morning, awash in the gray dawn, loons laugh and I am adrift. Within us 

entire universes expand and collapse; cells bloom and burst, fading 

like imploding stars. Within us entire universes, cells like stars,

blooming. 
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Cold Fire (An Italian Sonnet)

We drive to the coast in wan winter light, 

for love and the cold fire of a distant star.

The wide beach swept clean, the tide out so far.

A lunar eclipse and a comet will ignite this night,

wet sand — a glassy mirror, reflecting the sight.

Your hand curls tight in mine, nothing could mar

this universe expanding, our hearts a single pulsar.

We orbit each other throughout the long flight,

watching as our own planet — a shadow of the sun,

bite by bite devours this harvest moon,  

until only the orange glow of the corona remains.

The comet has appeared above — on its thousand year run,

arcing high over dark waters in a swoon,

its tail streaming out for miles like luminous rain.
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On the Anniversary of Our Hand-fasting

This photograph holds us suspended 

in that bright place 

where we became husband 

and husband, 

wife and wife. Our hands are clasped 

together, the scarlet sash winds up our arms, 

a silken snake binding us  close. We cannot run 

from this resolve, to speak aloud vows we have 

lived but never voiced, each word 

a new green shoot entwining us, 

each note echoing 

across the wide blue expanse, from my shore 

to your shore. 

Afterwards, at home in our own bed in the gathering 

dark, we kindled the early spring night 

and were changed. 
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Marla &
 

Steve Morrow

I Have Always

I have always had mixed emotions 

about this photograph;

We are seated in a rocking chair staring 

Into each other’s eyes as if nothing else mattered

And perhaps it didn’t.  I was playing hooky…

I was supposed to be working in a silver mine

But I had found something far richer 

Than all the treasures I would ever encounter 

In the underground depths.  

I had found true love.

Two people staring into each other’s eyes,

Scanning infinite sunshine. 

That sun still rises everyday beside me.
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Strong Enough

The eighteen pound cat slammed

Its doom paw on the cold reptile’s tail.

Neither she nor I knew salamanders could shed

Such a sizeable piece of themselves,

Scuttle away.

Hide.

Grow a new one.

That’s when I decided to change 

My name and a sizeable piece

Of myself.

Shed.

Scuttle away.

Hide.
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Grow new.

Grow unashamed.

Grow beautiful.

I considered the expense of legalities,

Predictably more than wages I earned

At the dry cleaners, ridding pants pockets

Of liquor store receipts, chewed gum, 

Sticky condoms and greasy coins.

I could keep dimes or anything of lesser

Value, if I wanted.

The real problem was finding a family name

That was strong enough,

Until I met you and yours.
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You were a miner, 

You were a mucker,

You were a mean Mother mm mm, 

Yes, sir.

You tasted like “I want more.”

Your sister,

Under a halo light dressed in a neon 

Blue Blouse that pulsated,

Pink foam curlers

Clipped into her authentic 

Genetic  “Fire on the mountain!” red hair.

Your Mother,

Smoking cigarette infernos,

Her pout inflated to a helium

Near lip-splitting 

Pop!
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Her glare, unequivocally shotgun, 

Blasted dead eye at me, 

“Not charmed.”

A chemical burn centered on her forehead 

Oozed,

Cratered and raw

And I wondered, “Wallace boy,

Will you marry me?”

This was strong enough.

We could have name-changed

Quick and easy at The Coeur d’Alene

Coeur d’Amour,

Wasn’t it next to The Lake City Motel?

Didn’t the two businesses share

An implicit pink petunia bed?
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We opted for formalities,

Wedding invitations on parchment

Paper, Marriage counselling considerations

Like aging and the increasing ratio

Of tissue to body fat

And the certain progression of cartilage growth

In our noses and ears

And could we still love 

Looking like that, or like our dog,

Or, even worse, like each other?

Yes, we will and yes, we do,

With wrinkles like folded fans

Next to our bespectacled eyes.

“Fruit goes through certain stages

As it ages,” you say.
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“Don’t eat it if it’s slimy,” I say.

“It’s not slimy,” you say.  “It’s just… hangy.

I’m okay with hangy.”

This is g good!

Growing new.

Growing unashamed.

Growing  beautiful.

Hand in hand,

This is strong enough. 





George Lindeman &
 

Susan J. Erickson

Throwin’ Heat

My man with his major league hands.

Throwin’ heat.  Give it to me, Baby!

My man’s fly-boy, rainmaker eyes.

Ball park shoulders.  Roman coin nose.

My man with his bratwurst biceps.

My man, sweet spot at the diamond’s center.

My man’s Louisville Slugger thighs.

Trunk of white ash.

My man readin’ the signs

of each player’s dusty dreams.



My man’s semper fi, go-the-distance heart.

Over the plate optimism.  

My man with his beer barrel laugh;

his knuckleball puns.  Here comes the pick-off.

My good in the clutch man—

playin’ ball till the fat lady warbles.

My man the Champion of the Underdog.

Top of the order.  The grand salami. 
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To My Valentine

By Ogden Nash

More than a catbird hates a cat, 
Or a criminal hates a clue, 
Or the Axis hates the United States, 
That's how much I love you. 

I love you more than a duck can swim, 
And more than a grapefruit squirts, 
I love you more than a gin rummy is a bore, 
And more than a toothache hurts. 

As a shipwrecked sailor hates the sea, 
Or a juggler hates a shove, 
As a hostess detests unexpected guests, 
That's how much you I love.
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I love you more than a wasp can sting, 
And more than the subway jerks, 
I love you as much as a beggar needs a crutch, 
And more than a hangnail irks. 

I swear to you by the stars above, 
And below, if such there be, 
As the High Court loathes perjurious oathes, 
That's how you're love by me. 
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Location, Location, Location

My weight?  384 pounds

on Jupiter

according to the Your Weight

In Outer Space card.

On the moon: a mere 27 pounds.

But ah, on earth,

here in your arms:

I am

weightless. 
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The Purist

By Ogden Nash

I give you now Professor Twist, 

A conscientious scientist, 

Trustees exclaimed, "He never bungles!" 

And sent him off to distant jungles. 

Camped on a tropic riverside, 

One day he missed his loving bride. 

She had, the guide informed him later, 

Been eaten by an alligator. 

Professor Twist could not but smile. 

"You mean," he said, "a crocodile." 
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For the Laugh of My Life

after Susan Glickman

When you laugh

traffic jams from Calcutta to Calgary

unsnarl, drivers forget where they were rushing,

believe they have arrived.

When you laugh, the curl at the top

of every hemlock in the Cascade Range

springs skyward 

propels hummingbird fledges

into rehearsal flights for courtship dives.  

Your laugh realigns

the DNA of killer bees,

sets off a chain reaction of adaptation

to peaceful coexistence.
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Your pineapple upside-down laugh

wakes the dozing prince, 

restores the confidence of toads

and inspires ugly stepmother and bogeyman

to be the best they can be.  Your laugh is the story

whose ending should always come true, and,

oh, yes, potion for those who know

so much that isn’t so. 
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Delightful Places To Kiss

a list after The Pillow Book of Sei Shonagon

By Susan J. Erickson

How delightful to kiss one’s lover demurely, behind the ear’s fluted 

fan.  Tenderly, on the silk pillow of the upper eyelid where veins 

flutter like dragonfly wings.  Triumphantly, atop the eyebrow’s 

summit.  Reverently, at the temple where reverberation can be felt 

but not heard.  Impudently, at the tip of the nose so the eyes cross.

It is refreshing, indeed, to kiss, each in turn, a lover’s finger tips.  To 

travel down each tributary into the languid poem of the hand.  To 

rush along the pulsing river of the wrist.  To drift into crooked 

confluence of elbow.  To ride the ivory rapids of rib.  To drown in 

the pools of throat, shoulder.
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Andrea Rackl &
 

Tofer Wade

Dreamers Wake

Before we ever heard, 

The Music drew us.

Somewhat deaf to the obstacles,

Our facile walk would become a labyrinth.

Feeling the Breeze of Divine unity,

We veered from the path most traveled.

Glancing down the road of what should be 

Aroused the ache to be free.

Time stood guard against our course;

We would not be barred.

Exploring the dissonant passage,

We deviated from the map to Paradise; 

There did we briefly reside.



The perfect country discovered

In the meeting of our eyes, our souls.

Beauty so deep, it pained.

Our Prisoned Infinite crying to Its kindred mate:

Let us run through Elysian Fields.

But before the “yes” could sound,

Circumstance allied with Time

And warred against us.

Sentries of the Orthodox life

Captured and divided us.

Confessions from true essence confined,

Eternity’s sentence finally passed.

At the rightly destined hour,

That which could not be bound

Escaped anew to oneness.  Freedom.

The force of Love allied with Fate

And conquered Time and Circumstance.
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Yet unforeseen, empyreal Reality

Is not a little daunting.

Dreams resolving their way into our waking world

Bear the unknowingly genial burden:

Forever guardians of gratitude. 

But the consonant tone of “yes”

Resonates from the Infinite within

And we may now journey openly on this globe.

And become.
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Andrea improvises to “Dreamers Wake”





J.I. Kleinberg &
 

Luther Allen

driving home after our first night

the wind-splayed snow

slick and frigid, a gift.

pieces of that snow rise from a field

wavering doors working back and forth 

between the cold sky and the cold earth.

a pair of tundra swans

— pure startling white against 

the dense gelid grey —

veer across my path.

silent.  black eyes.  black feet.

exact, precise, gracefully floating

into the unknown 



My desire grows:

the ur-desire 

to press myself against you

touch your spirit

ignite between us a new light. 

Not just when we are together, but apart; 

not just when we are apart, but together, 

you intensify within me. 

I sit in the fuzzy disarray of your departure, 

wild-haired and smiling, 

mermaid still slippery 

where you have unlocked 

the tight press of my scales, 

where we have slid together 

into this new ocean. 
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i will pick you up.

we will eat.

then I will take you home.

you will invite me in.

we will both go through both doors together.

we will talk a bit.

we will kiss for a long time.

then I will go home.

but part of you will go with me.

outside.

but part of me will still be there.

inside. 
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when I’m working

or should be working

scraping 

among the weeds

doing

the ordinary

or the extraordinary

when I’m alone in bed

or not alone

at all those times

and all the other times

I am so

so

grateful

to be yours 
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beyond the bed, in the dim of dawn

gulls groan, crows cavort

smart chirps chickadee through the crabapple

jiggle-jostling the new fervent firebrick leaflets.

half waking, you roll to me, find a warm harbor.

my arm pillows your head.

you fall back asleep

taking my arm with you.

i wait.

for as long as it takes.

knowing that you, like the earth, will awaken

and we will rise, groan

and cavort
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sometimes I just want to shake myself like a wet dog

free myself of the cloying scent of apathy

loosen my bones from their stiffening grip

sometimes I want to vault into the air

all four feet off the ground in a twisting leap

unfold my myth-hound wings to soar from gravity’s grasp

sometimes I want to lie within the familiar of my tail

perfumed pulse of fur and heat curled round

my littered kin my napping dreams

sometimes I want to gnaw away this collar of humanity

find my feral essence rubbed on bark

and bark and bark into the moon-disked night

sometimes I want to lean forepaws against your chest

and lick your bristled cheek your neck your ear

until you stroke my ruffled fur and croon it’ll be all right it’ll be all right 

“it’ll be all right” was first performed as part of Phrasings VI, 2012
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with a nod to wm carlos wms

the sly small bag of cookies

and plastic tub of gumbo

slid secretly into my freezer,

the plastering naked hug with 

that wonderful smile

applied last and first

between our sleep…

the list goes on, longer, deeper

unasked — for kindnesses made without expectation —

soft, perfectly formed branches,

complete, on which nestles

the quivering orb of our relationship.
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and just let me say

it has not always been like this.

there was, apparently,

much i needed to experience

in those other orchards

in order to hold full appreciation

for these small but foundational gifts.

yes, each day like a single seed

from a pomegranate of gratitude —

luscious, full of vibrant red 

sliding so smooth into our hearts.

and did i mention

the freezer full of sweet halved plums

plucked from your trees, enough to last

for many winters?
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“grey and new” (found poem) first appeared in the Bellingham Herald, February 10, 2014
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David M. Laws &
 

Judith A. Laws

Lucky In Love

She did not fit family, school, social milieu.

“Too disruptive!” said the Girl Scouts.

“Too angry!” said her friend.

“Too wild!” said her sister.

No more middle class disguises for her 1960s self.

Rabid feminist enraged by demands to be less than . . .

Desperately lonely, learning about love

by making lots of mistakes.

Then . . . 

Sister says, “Meet this man, he's the same as you!”



Oh, no! Two families, two troublemakers!

Mother says, “It can't be true! Daughter living with

and loving the same person for 34 married years?”

No more “my way or the highway” fights: taking time to 

trust and try.

Still can't believe it's true.

The passion continues!
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Same Kind Of Crazy

By Gary Nicholson and Delbert McClinton

Did you ever meet somebody that likes all the same things you do? 

Somebody who can make you or break you anytime they want to? 

I met her at red light, love at first sight, can it be true? 

Well, she's good for me, and she told me I was good for her too 

Now I don't want to jump into anything; 

I been trying to use some self-restraint. 

But man it's amazing, 

She's the same kind of crazy as me. 

It's getting hard to use a ladder 'cause I keep climbing down just to kiss her 

And if she's out of my sight for a minute or two, I start to miss her. 

We stay all tangled up in each other's arms, and it's so nice. 

She talks in her sleep, but she always gets my name right. 
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If there's anything at all that's wrong with her, 

It's something I just can't see. 

Ain't no doubt about me, 

She's the same kind of crazy as me. 

Wild, wild, nights, 

We're chasing each other through the moonlight. 

My, my, my, 

I finally got something right. 

'Cause every little offbeat move she makes just suits me to a tee. 

Ain't no doubt about it. 

She's the same kind of crazy as me. 

You know what I'm saying? 

She's the same kind of crazy as me. 

Oh, yeah.
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Always On My Mind

By Wayne Thompson, Mark James and Johnny Christopher

Maybe I didn't love you

Quite as often as I could have

And maybe I didn't treat you

Quite as good as I should have

If I made you feel second best

I'm sorry I was blind

But you were always on my mind

You were always on my mind

And maybe I didn't hold you

All those lonely, lonely times

And I guess I never told you

I'm so happy that you're mine
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Little things I should have said and done

I just never took the time

But you were always on my mind

You were always on my mind

Tell me, tell me that your sweet love hasn't died

Give me, give me

One more chance to keep you satisfied

I'll keep you satisfied

Little things I should have said and done

I just never took the time

But you were always on my mind

You were always on my mind
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The Three Tenors on Washington Pass

There was a day—blue sky day!—

when we found ourselves

on the North Cascades Highway,

driving our little red Honda

around the curves and up

the grades towards the summit

of Washington Pass.

The sky was perfect, white

clouds to provide contrast,

late snow on forest and rock,

the breeze smelling of pine

sap and eternity.
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Not young, but younger

than we are now, we stopped

at a lake and followed a path

around it, breathing the air

and stretching our legs.

I quacked at some ducks,

which made them think

they might get fed, 

and they flew over.

Then I whistled at some pikas

and they came running, too.

You thought I was

a magician who could speak

to the animals.
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Coming home, we had

The Three Tenors

on cassette, and I felt like

loving you and hearing

Pavarotti perform

Nessun Dorma

was as close as

my life would come

to perfection.
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Opposites in the Same Direction

When Oil Meets Water

by C.J. Prince

CJ

I was born in an avocado orchard.

MB

I was born in New York City.

CJ

I was a tomboy,

played marbles and won

from all the boys.

MB

I was a boy.

I played with myself.
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CJ

I liked knives.

MB

I liked tuna fish.

CJ

I moved to Italy when I was ten.

MB

When she was ten, I was born.

CJ

I had a starter husband.

MB

I knew better than to start something I couldn’t finish.

CJ

I’m a Capricorn, earth sign, very practical.

MB

I’m a double Gemini.  Air.
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CJ

I don’t like airplanes.

MB

I like to fly high.

CJ

He means he likes to be high.

MB

That too.

CJ

I had a life, taught art, had two children.

MB

I had a degree in theatre,

wore white face and taught mime.

CJ

I studied mime, wanted to perform with a partner.

MB

I was a solo star.
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CJ

I saw him perform,

Blue eyes sparkling 

in that white face make up.

MB

She had kids.

CJ

I didn’t want to have sex with him.

MB

She wanted to have sex with me.

CJ

Sex didn’t matter.

MB 

Sex matters.
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CJ

He was well trained,

precise

and very funny.

MB

I was a solo performer.

CJ

I’m a good straight man.

MB

She had red hair, wore tight jeans

and cowboy boots

that first night we went dancing.

CJ

The only night we ever went dancing.

MB

She smiled and her dangly earrings sparkled.

She wore tight jeans.
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CJ

It was very crowded.

We danced close—

not quite touching.

He was kinda cute out of makeup too.

MB 

I had to get rid of her.

She’d distract me, spoil my career.

Did I say she had kids?

She had red hair.

CJ

I didn’t want to have sex with him.

We would just perform together.

MB

I wanted to have sex with her.

I didn’t want to perform with her.
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CJ

Finally he invited me over.

MB

I put her through a 3 hour workout.

That gets rid of most wanna be partners.

And what did she say?

CJ

What’s next?

MB

We went jogging together.

She tagged behind like a dog

but kept up.

CJ

He didn’t have any pets.

MB

She had a cat.
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CJ

Oh, I had a cat.

MB

A black cat that peed on my leather jacket

when I went to her apartment.

CJ

My most embarrassing moment ever.

MB

She left her jewelry at my place.

CJ

We were always at his apartment.

He wasn’t fond of my cat.

MB 

Did I say her cat pissed on my leather jacket?

CJ

Oh God.
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MB

It would be cheaper if we moved in together.

CJ

Very practical. 

When the cat died, we did.

MB

We were in the newspapers regularly,

on radio and television.

CJ

We performed in institutions, 

mental hospitals, jails, 

lock up wards, old age homes.

MB

Comedy clubs, theatres,

gay bars, symphonies.
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CJ

He didn’t drive.

MB

She had a Saab Sonnet.

Two seater.  Musty green.

CJ 

It was a lover’s car.

MB

It always broke down.

CJ 

So we’d hitchhike or catch the #15 bus on Colfax,

transfer on Broadway.

We were in white face and costume.

MB

She traded the Saab for a VW van.
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CJ

Road trip.

MB

A bottle of wine, a lid of pot

and we headed west,

did street theatre.

CJ

Utah, Arizona, California, Oregon

MB

We got busted.

CJ 

Spent a night in jail

in Idaho.

MB

I don’t like Idaho.
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CJ

Then there were the TV years.

MB

Eighteen.

CJ

I say seventeen.

MB

Whatever.  

We wrote, produced and acted.

CJ

We lived on a farm for sanity.

MB

Insanity.  50 animals.  Lambing in the middle of the night.  

Driving to Denver to the TV station the next day.
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CJ

Flash forward twenty years.

MB

I was tired of mending barbed wire

and shoveling shit.

CJ

A whale calls from the Northwest.

MB

She does that, listens to animals,

then flies to Portland, goes to Orcas Island.

CJ

We decide to move.

MB

She decided move.  We moved.  Not just like that.

It took a year. The donkeys and llamas

stayed on the farm.
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CJ

I moved to Bellingham

with two dogs and a cat.

MB

I directed theatre in Denver

for the next three months,

then followed her.

CJ

Forget the chain saw accident, the surgeries—

MB

Forget the arguments and tears.

CJ

Tomorrow—

MB

Tomorrow we will be married 34 years.

CJ

It’s easy after the first 30.
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Ken Burns effect

I'm writing by candlelight in my tent, 

next one over from Odysseus, 

journey going on eight years, 

nearly forever. Each day 

we scan the sea, look leagues east, 

almost back to Troy. The men mutter 

we should be home now, 

complain about the weather, 

want more wine, more sheep. 

They fear our next adventure 
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will be worse than Cyclops, Sirens. 

If gods were filming this voyage for PBS, 

they would likely zoom out, 

show campfires, beached boats, 

the whole island hopeless, 

gauzy mist covering all light, 

pan to one side, there in darkness, 

Penelope, alone, unraveling night. 

“Ken Burns effect” first appeared in Poetry Quarterly
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Anemone

Rich in meaning, permit me 

to spell her out for you –

flower watered by tears, 

coming fully endowed into Greek, 

daughter of wind 

with a round, proud name. 

White, tinged blue, purple, 

red. Ah nem oh nee. 

Only by naming can I breathe 

any syllable, taste her beauty, 

hope, murmur -- maybe  

take her home with me. 

“Anemone” first  appeared in Cirque
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Fluke

We sleep molded, spooned in peace, 

me behind, arm draped over side, 

hand holding breast — no longer 

locked together, damp, intense, 

sheets mussed, lips pressed. 

Instead, eyes closed, breath's easy flow, 

fortuitous love to re-dream —

happenstance, luck, magic, fluke. 

Like lying amid anemone, spread wide, 

swaying violet in wind — then by chance, 

lithe guide, you, opening a slim path 

for me to slip through. 
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Gravity of the situation

Low tide, bright day, late June, 

I recline in shade, eyes closed. 

Two cats flank me, white one 

feigning sleep at my feet —

farther off, le chat noir, on guard, 

ears back, listening to us breathe. 

I am attuned to my lover, inside, 

sighing, rolling out dough 

across her sun-streaked stone. 

Dusk will arrive after a time. 

“Gravity of the situation” first appeared in The Curious Record
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Hot

If I say often enough, 

it's scalding, repeat, 

it is hot, in fact, boiling, 

do not put your fingers 

or lips near, will I convey 

to you not to touch? 

Or if it's me, 

yes, do. 
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From Morning

My right cheek has a taut place

The skin pulls ever so slightly

When I speak or smile

A fond reminder of your kisses

From our morning bliss

When you exalted my body

And blessed the day of my parents communion

So that decades later we could co-join

In the morning

Proclaiming our life together as good.
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I need this gentle pull at my cheek

As I busy about my life

I can remember that I am indeed cherished,

After that everything feels better, easier.

In gratitude I wear your invisible kiss

Throughout my day

Until evening,  I wash away my daily doings

And join with you once again.
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Disturbed This Morning

By Leonard Cohen, from Book of Longing

Ah, That.

That’s what I was so disturbed 

About this morning:

My desire has come back,

And I want you again.

I was doing so fine.

I was above it all.

The boys and girls were beautiful

And I was an old man, loving everyone.
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And now I want you again,

I want your absolute attention,

Your underwear rolled down in a hurry

Still hanging from one foot,

And nothing on my mind

But to be inside 

The only place

That has

No inside,

And no outside. 
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Morning Blast Off

Of course it can be faked

With much sighing, moaning and writhing.

Hell even a Van Gogh can be faked.

But forced- Never

The real thing takes finesse,

lubricated with knowing attention.

Just the right amount of pressure and persuasion

Honed over years of attunement

To the rhythm of a primal beat.

The heat, the sweat, the fluid

All dedicated to that small delicate dangle of flesh.

This must all be rendered with the gentlest of care 

Building, building, building

Until that reverberating explosion

Blasts me into another galaxy.
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An Afternoon Lyric

Who will watch the frozen pond 

with me? Who will be there 

when it melts? Shall we roll 

in the slick gray clay of this place? 

Become sculptures of the fields? 

There are plenty of seasons left

to face the flourish of sunrise, that squint. 

And while we attend to simple details, 

our creations interlace 

wth the fragrance of water lilies.
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Like Quartz

If I said I love her the way

I love rutilated quartz,

would she understand?

My love for lizards

and my love for her are not

the same, but what I feel

for nested fledglings, and

the brown and yellow salamander

with its wide grin, is mixed

with my love. The blue

wildflowers high in the dry

California hills remind me
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that she is gentle, yet hardy.

Could she believe me if I claimed

my love is the lightning of

the aquatic garter snake

when it moves its single dorsal stripe

across a pond? I think of power

rising through her

from the earth to touch me,

and shriek with joy

like the Steller’s jay. 

“Like Quartz” is forthcoming in Ravenous Bliss: New and Selected Love Poems (MoonPath 
Press, 2014)
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Though Strange, Though Enough

There was a time I kept my heart as stowaway,

below deck in a dark and musty brig. I met you anyway.

You say, “A mountain never climbs the climber,” but halfway

there, the observant one sees it has taken you anyway.

Dust in the wind is last summer’s insect swarm, a strange decay

that glows in the sunset. I believe in you, anyway.

Poets? Edna St. Vincent Millay? Or, heck, even Hemingway.

Neither sea nor season holds love like yours in any way.

A toast. Another. Another. And then let’s make our getaway.

Drive like mad. The road twists around for you anyway.
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Undone. This life is a tower of vertebrae,

stacked and strung, you standing in the way.

Oh, ye of little grace, ye who spills café au lait,

there’s nothing more to do. I love you anyway.
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The Fruit Vendor

A cardinal has just split

the backyard

with red.

Sunday afternoon

in August, and across the porch you

lift your eyes from the ivy

and say:

“I’m getting a message

from an apple

buried

in concrete!”
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I plan to work this

into the poem I’m writing,

about the young man

whose guide dog ran away

the day he fell

in love with the voice of a fruit vendor,

the slim widow whose green

eyes he’ll never see. 

“The Fruit Vendor” is forthcoming in Ravenous Bliss: New and Selected Love Poems (MoonPath 
Press, 2014)
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My Life

Your slippers

are paired

beside the dresser.

They’re woolly inside

but old as my

horse. Duct tape holds

them together, like you’ve done

these past years for my heart. 
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Split The Sun

She would split the sun

for him and

count twice

each scale of a salmon

at spawn.  She would blow

milkweed pods

to pieces

just to show the breeze

where it’s going.  And when

the loon begins its

liquid moan,

the heat of her listening
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would tip the grasses away

from the moon,

would shape

around them a nest.

“Split the Sun” is forthcoming in Ravenous Bliss: New and Selected Love Poems 
(MoonPath Press, 2014)





Elizabeth Kerwin &
 

Jillian Froebe 
Prelude to a Proposal

We meet.  Enter. One historical, printed matchmaker, a treasured text, 

Mysteries 

A young girl abused by patriarchal paternity, a live connecting thread 

Seeking one who sits at the left hand of providence is quietly present
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Gathering and dispersing, attending and dismissing this subterranean chorus of 
attraction 

We eat sushi, drink sake, throw the I Ching, Hexagram I, mystical guidance 

All the while, ghostwriters compose our intricate destiny, the proposal
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How many times, in how many cryptic ways, does one union encounter a proposal? 

Do lovers unknowingly capture or innocently ignore the mysteries? 

In this Kali Yuga cultural desert, does a true sage ever appear for guidance?
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Will a thrice-married weft and never married warp unravel, revealing a golden 
thread? 

Entwined in a long held otherworldly gaze, deeper still than simple attraction

One hand becomes two hands become four hands become one hundred hands held 
in a magnetic force undeniably present
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Innermost sanctum of a silver orphic egg breaking open souls in the present 

On our knees with gratitude for decades, following the preordained, silent 
proposal 

Amazed by the cracked, yet unbroken holy vessel that transcends attraction
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No traditional offerings, no red roses or hidden messages left in a bedside stack of 
novels, no flash mob choreographing the mysteries 

A needle finally shows its clear, small eye to receive the thread 

Mischief, magic, misery, sustained sorcerers of perpetual guidance 
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Two living cells, each from a different heart find a common beat of invisible 
guidance

Pulse of life in a petri dish of the present 

Inherited habits, survival instincts tangle each sinuous thread 
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Stitched with grace, a soulful inner voice calls us to become the proposal 

That unravels and binds anew the mysteries 

Spawned in the original attraction 
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Whether proclaimed in new age packaging or in classical, scientific form, we ARE 
subject to the law of attraction 

Washington Referendum 74 invites politically sanctioned guidance 

That observation affects the observed is no longer housed in the mysteries 
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The past can indeed be changed by the present 

Our marriage, a justice for all infused proposal 

Shout YES and rise to stand in support of weaving this thread! 
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Untangling too many knots may smooth over the texture and weaken each thread 

(Even in the midst of “Love Uncensored”) 

Withholding the most intimate details of our attraction  

This, only a preamble or a postscript or a study of proposal 
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Statistically, marrying when past the age of 35 constitutes wise guidance 

Success rates of non-heterosexual marriages are unknown at present 

We come full circle, returning to our most trusted intermediary, the mysteries 
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Before bodies wear to a thread, souls relegated as bereft conduits for guidance

Lest our destined attraction suffer from political hype and unfounded fretting 

about the future cloud the present

On bended knees, we rehearse a proposal before you, returning to the privacy of 

our own haven for consummation, enshrouded in the mysteries.
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Tango is called The Dance of Connection

We are all part of a journey together.

Tango is part of this journey

We teach steps.  But steps are not tango. They are not connection.  
Steps are "vocabulary."

The music is easy to speak of. It is not connection.  Music is 
the "vehicle." 

The embrace is joy to share. Still not connection, the embrace 
brings us close.

Combining everything and breathing together, we can find 
connection.
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Tango Moment

They hold motionless — resolute

He poised as dominant

She as perfect tonic

They move together then

Living lyric the moment

To a rhythm offered as invitation

Sharing a long breath, two hearts

In one embrace

One creative moment — ancient — renewed

Promised and delivered
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Tango Encountered

So this is tango, 

And I don’t know how I found it

Or how it seized my attention.  

It is neither color, or light; 

it is not laughter, or religion.  

There is no reason for it.

I am found by tango, 

And it takes me in, and I scorn it, turn my back

And bruised feet and limp to my home at three.

Never will I return; time is not meant for waste. 
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Yet, in a few days,

I will hum the tunes of the small accordion

And the images of the friends

In their staccato glide about the dark room

Will intrude, 

And I will drift back again.

So this is tango.

The feel of the partner, and the reality of one person,

Dancing the space

Of the other, 

The solo intuition of flight while never

Releasing the feel of the oak floor.
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So this is tango.

The dark streets, damp with autumn, 

And the traffic lights of the great city 

Winking asleep. 

We go, and sleep through the dawns

Adrift in dreams and rhythms 

From which we cannot awake

We weep with our soles, 

And hold each other erect.

The firefly of the night, 

The deep caress of the simple hold

And all is quiet then but the whisper of the soft steps 

And finally

The irrepressible dance 
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In Diamonds

There is this music and the tropical night

and these rhythms in passing

that should be all we need.

But I see this moment leaving

even as it finally arrives.

I’m surprised to be thinking of mortality in your arms,

feeling hearts, hearing breath and

all our muscles and intention,

and our nerves — connected

in this passage,

This musical departure and arrival

wanting preservation, archival and delicate.

You infect me, detect my passion,
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reflect my attraction, and 

unscathed, we take the meaningful first step.

I lead.  I follow.

I grace the note

with the blessing of knowing you,

sister moon, brother sun, laughter at noon,

and tears at midnight.

Dancing in diamonds, we scatter shot

memories like bird seed

to be pecked up and distributed —

spread like accolades among all

who have been here with us and remain.

All the grateful and fortunate moments

precious as gems, common as coal,

pressed between the very weight

of all this love

and all our knowing. 
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7 o’clock in the evening
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